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Abstract：Traditional QR code recognition algorithm is usually applied to the barcode printed on flat surface only. A low⁃
cost approach to recognize the curved QR codes printed on bottles or cans is proposed in this paper. The width proportion and
corners of image contours are extracted to confirm the positioning patterns and an efficient Hough transformation ellipse fitting
method is employed to extract the elliptic information. In combination with the parameters of perspective ellipse and 3D perspec⁃
tive transformation，the transformation matrix of barcode pixels on a cylindrical surface is constructed by direct mapping from
the 2D image plane to 3D image space. The experiment result proves the algorithm has the high⁃accuracy recognition ability of
barcodes no matter on the flat or the cylindrical surface.



































式中：gx 和 gy 分别代表重心点的 x，y轴坐标；f (x,y) 是
(x,y) 处图像的灰度值。在轮廓图像中取逻辑值 0或 1，
因此式（1）可以简化为：
gx = 1n∑i = 1
n
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c12 = [ 12k + 1∑i = -k
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xi ⋅ yi] - [ 12k + 1∑i = -k
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c22 = [ 12k + 1∑i = -k
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λs = 12 [c11 + c22 - (c11 - c22)
2 + 4c212 ] （5）







为例，直线可以描述为 ρi = x cos θi + y sin θi ，其中 ρi 表示
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x1 y1 1 0 0 0 -u1x1 -u1y1
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
xn yn 1 0 0 0 -un xn -un yn
0 0 0 x1 y1 1 -u1x1 -u1y1
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯
⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯















































































可以令 m33 = 1（ k 乘以某个系数），那么式（8）变成
了有 8个未知数的方程，因此只要得到 4个点在两个坐





m11x +m12 y +m13
m31x +m32 y + 1
  ,     v =
m21x +m22 y +m23










m11x +m12 y +m13 z +m14
m31x +m32 y +m33 z + 1
  ,   v =
m21x +m22 y +m23 z +m24
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